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Dear Friends, 

Welcome to 2022. May this be a year when we return to a more 
normal life.  I wrote this line some weeks ago, before we moved to 
the red traffic light. Now, who knows how things will evolve. 

The request (plea) in my last newsletter asking members for  
contributions to the club archives, was answered by Ross and 
Bev Middlemass. Thanks for the loan of some wonderful material 
relating to the early Further Afield Tours (FAT).  

Ross and Bev were instrumental in setting up the inaugural event 
in 1988 with a run to Twizel. When it was Marie and my turn to 
organise the event in 2018, being the 30th anniversary of the first 
FAT, Twizel was again selected as the destination in honour of 
the first event. 

Once I’ve arranged for the material to be scanned, I’ll include 
some photographs in a future newsletter. 

 

____________________________________ 

Was the price of a new MG 20 years ago too dear? 

I’ll let you judge. 

Trawling through the club archives has again proven 
instructive.  

We are holding a copy of a new MG price list, as issued by 
Christchurch MG Rover dealer Gary Cockram, dated November 
2002. 

Four models of MG cars are listed, ranging from $39,990 for an 
MGZR through to a whopping $71,990 for an MGZT-T, while an 
MGTF 160 VVC could be had for $56,990. 

 



I recall that I thought the price of an MGTF was somewhat rich 
then and even today on reflection I think that I still hold that 
view. What do you think? 

For comparison, I purchased my BGT new in 1976 for $8499 and by 
1979, a new BGT would cost a purchaser $17,552. (ie it doubled in 
three years!) And then in 2002 the price of an equivalent car, the 
TF160, was costing $56,990. That’s some inflation. 

Talking of the Z range of MGs, there’s a thriving community of 
owners in the UK MGCC with their own “ZED” register and these 
cars have become highly desirable to own. The ZEDs are few and 
far between in NZ so we could well see them become highly 
collectable because of their scarcity, if they are not already so.  

The history of the Z cars is an interesting one and well worth 
while reading about. Our club’s August 2021 copy of Safety Fast 
has a number of excellent articles about the ZEDs if you are 
interested in reading more. Also, go to this webpage: 
https://www.mgcc.co.uk/zedregister/ 

The ZR has proven to be an outstanding (hot Hatch) club racer 
and a great way to enter MG racing events. 

 

_________________________________________ 

 

Recycling MG model designations 

 

When the modern MGTF was announced in 2002, as successor to 
the F, it caused some confusion in the minds of the motoring 
public.  

 

 

What were Rover MG thinking of! Didn’t they know there was 
already an MGTF! (below). This TF was introduced in 1953 and 
production ran for just two years. 

https://www.mgcc.co.uk/zedregister/


 

 

We also see the Z designation being recycled. The first of the Z 
range were the ZA and ZB Magnette salon cars produced from 
1953 to 1958. (below). 

 

This was followed, some years later, by the ZR, ZS and ZT range 
of cars in 2002 (see above article).  

 

Now the latest range of MG cars (SUV’s) from China reuse the ZS 
designation. All rather confusing if you don’t keep your wits 
about you. 

 

 



Interestingly, the number of new MG’s on the roads in Dunedin 
are mushrooming. They are becoming a very popular motor.  

If you do a search on Trademe, there are 245 MG’s for sale of 
which 95% are the modern MG. Are the owners of these vehicles 
likely to be a target for membership of the MG Club? It would be 
nice to think so. 

Harry Hedges’ 1929 MG 18/100 “Tigress” 

An article I wrote in 2018 that didn’t manage to see the light of 
day at the time is worth including in this newsletter (as a filler). 

Harry was a stalwart of our local club and had a love of racing 
MG cars. Sadly, he passed away a few years ago. 

In a 2018 issue of the Bulletin, the magazine of the Wellington 
NZ Centre of the MG Car club, it reported that the famous MG 
Tigress that once belonged to Harry Hedges was slowly rising 
from the ashes. 

Harry campaigned the car to great success in the 1940s and 50s 
in the likes of the Lady Wigram Trophy and various hill climbs 
around Otago. 

The Tigress is a rather rare beast and very valuable today. Of 
the original 5 that were built only 2 complete cars remain plus 
Harry’s former car. 

I recall that I read an account from somewhere that one of the 
complete cars was sold to an undisclosed Lord (probably Lord 
March, of Goodwood Motor racing fame) for GBP 1.25m. 

Most of Harry’s car has survived and is owned by Irvine Black of 
Christchurch. The chassis was sold for scrap just before Irvine 
located the car in the 1950s. He managed to salvage the 
bodywork, engine and some mechanicals. The reconstruction is 
taking place on the chassis of a 18/80 upon which the Tigress 
was based. At the same time a replica is being built. 

This is wonderful news that Harry’s car will see the light of day 
again and hopefully remain in NZ. (The driver in the photograph 
isn’t harry nor is it his car, it’s just a (very nice) example of the 
Tigress) 



 

 

I owe you all an apology 
 
OK so what’s Walker done? 
 
In Issue 2 of the Newsletter, I thought that the first magazine 
issued by the club was dated August 1976. How wrong I was. I 
have since located a magazine dated September 1971 and it’s 
referred to as Vol 111 No 9. I’ve no idea where the magazines 
prior to this date have gone, nor what’s happened to the mags 
between Sept 1971 and August 1976. So, I’m on the lookout to 
locate the missing issues. Can anyone help? 
 
Regards 
Russell Walker 
Club Archivist 
 
 
 


